IM#: 19-0116890

Steelcase® Flex Collection
Height-Adjustable Desk

WELLBEING
When you are working in fast-paced, hyper-collaborative
conditions, wellbeing is more important than ever. The
Steelcase Flex Height-Adjustable Desk is designed to
support movement and a variety of postures by providing
a variety of worksurface heights that encourage a more
health-conscious environment.

IM#: 19-0117644

ONE-CORD-OUT
One-cord-out integrated technology allows you to plug in up
to five cords under the worksurface for heavy technology, and
two into the top for personal items. With just one-cord-out, it’s
easy to unplug and move when you are on the go. A simple
and clean cable tray under the worksurface keeps all of your
cords hidden and in one place.

IM#: 19-0117483

PRIVACY OPTIONS
Curved screens allow you to position them for privacy or
modesty preferences, and with either single or dual use.
Screens clip on to magnet connectors making it easy to
shift between different modes as your work and personal
needs change.

IM#: 19-0117623

Designed for Mobility
IM#: 19-0117549

The Steelcase Flex Height-Adjustable Desk is designed



PERFORMANCE
The worksurface can hold up to two full-size monitors,
while a powerful dual-motor mechanism allows for a 360 lb
weight capacity.

to move as quickly as the day’s activities. It’s stable, yet
mobile, and comes standard with rollers that allow for
easy movement. Push it close to a teammate to pair up for
collaborative work, or move it away to a quiet nook for some
individual focus time. The height-adjustable desk moves with
you and your work, wherever you need to go.

IM#: 19-0117619

STATEMENT OF LINE

FEATURES

Height-Adjustable Desk

Curved Screens:

• Extended Height: 22.6”-48.7”
(Meets BIFMA G1)

• 18” H x ½” D
Fits desk widths 46”, 58” and 70”

Directional Rollers

Desktop Power

Connections

Visually integrated
directional rollers provide
a stable yet mobile
work experience.

The option for integrated
desktop power allows
for the convenient
and easy plug-in of
personal devices.

Available with a standard
plug or Thread
low-profile plug.

Active Touch with
Rise App

Clean Technology
Integration

Cord Options

Available with the Active
Touch controller and
Rise app.

Integrated power option
hosts up to seven plugs
with one-cord-out.

• Basic Height: 27.6-46.9”
• Top Shape: Rectangular D 23/24”,
29/30”x 46”, 58”, and 70” modular
• (Parametric from 46-72” on
1/16” increments)

Available in standard
black power cord, color
braided and coiled
options.

SURFACE MATERIALS

Surface materials shown in brochure:
Worksurface:

Outer Foot:

Inner Column:

Curved Screens:

2730 Arctic White

4B22 Matte Brass

7360 Merle

5S94 Cogent Connect Jungle

3P61 Planked Oak

Perfect Match Luminous Orange

7243 Seagull

3549-803 Billiard Cumulus

3862 Clear Birch

4B20 Obsidian

3468-601 Gamut Azalea

Rollers:
7360 Merle
7243 Seagull
0835 Black
Colors are representative and may vary slightly from actual material.
For further options visit us online.

Call 800.333.9939 or visit Steelcase.com
facebook.com/Steelcase

twitter.com/Steelcase

youtube.com/SteelcaseTV
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